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GLUE → SAMPLE CHAPTERS 

1  

How do you find the strength to say “hello” to your dying mother for the 
first time? 

IMPROBABLE 

Written before My Life on the Slush Pile was published. It is about the 
struggles of coping, telling stories, and the rejection of the publishing 
industry. A story about anger, without realizing; your work isn’t good 
enough yet. A frustration many writers face—without looking inward 
first. It’s about trying to tell an important story while your life is 
unravelling around you. It is a story with an unfathomable twist at the 
end.  

RITCHIE 

On Friday, March 13, 2009, I witnessed a horrific assault in Vancouver’s 
Fountainhead Pub. Sixty-two-year-old Ritchie Dowrey had just met 
thirty-five-year-old construction worker Shawn Woodward, who 
unprovoked punched Ritchie in the face. I stopped Woodward on the 
street. Woodward’s reasons for the assault were, “He’s a faggot. He 
deserved it.” 

After the assault, a Media Firestorm sent me OUT to the world as the face 
of gay-bashing. This chapter chronicles the impact on my life while three 
different factions were trying to take ownership of the assault: 1) The Gay 
World; 2) The Political World; 3) The Football Fan World. 

This might be the most important chapter I’ve ever written.  

LOOSE ENDS 

An attempt at trying to make sense of the recent events to move forward 
with life. Ritchie’s life is in peril, + my cat Fuzzy is dying. 
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MAYBE 

How can you leave having a stroke out of the story?  

I couldn’t.  

MAYBE is about the aftermath of having a stroke and not dying or being 
left as a drooling incoherent shell of who you once were.  

Throw-in: 

• You release a book.  

• You are running a construction labour agency where many of your 

workers have alcohol + drug problems or are mentally disorganized 

(like Costco shoppers).   

• And, oh yeah, since you are still alive and not an incoherent shell of 

yourself, you still need to PAY BILLS—people who want your $$$—

don’t care about your medical history.  

• MAYBE = Heartache + Reality + A mind desperately trying to reset = 

Comedy.  

HERE 

I find the strength to enter my dying mother’s (Bernice) hospital room. 


